In this article, we discuss some characterizations of the exponentiated Gompertz distribution. The moments, quantiles, mode, mean residual lifetime, mean deviations and Rényi entropy have been obtained. In addition, we introduce the density, survival and hazard functions and determine the important result about the curve of the distribution and nature of the failure rate curve.
Introduction
In analyzing lifetime data, one often uses the exponential, Gompertz, Weibull and generalized exponential (GE) distributions.
It is well known that (exponential, Gompertz, Weibull and GE) distributions can have (constant, increasing, decreasing and increasing or decreasing) hazard function (HF) by respectively. Such these distributions very well known for modeling lifetime data in reliability and medical studies. Other distributions have all of these types of failure rates (FR) on different periods of time such as these distributions have FR of the bathtub curve shape. Unfortunately, in practice often one needs to consider non-monotonic function such as bathtub shaped HF. One of interesting point for statistics is to search for distributions that have some properties that enable them to use these distributions to describe the lifetime of some devices. The exponentiated Gompertz (EGpz) distribution that may have bathtub shaped HF and it generalizes many well-known distributions including the traditional Gompertz distribution. Gupta and Kundu (1999) proposed a generalized exponential (GE) distribution. Gupta and Kundu (2007) provided a gentle introduction of the GE distribution and discussed some of its recent developments. Mudholkar et al. (1995) introduced the exponentiated Weibull (EW) family is an extension of the Weibull family obtained by adding an additional shape parameter. Its properties studied in detail by Gera (1997) , Mudholkar and Hutson (1996) and Eissa (2003, 2005) . Nadarajah and Gupta (2005) The main aim of the proposed study is concerned on some characterizations of the EGpz distribution. Some statistical measures of this distribution given in Section 2, and we derive the quantiles, median and mode, and an important result about the curve of the distribution. In Section 3, we introduce the survival and hazard functions and determine the nature of the failure rate curve. In Section 4, we will show the mean residual life function as well as the FR function is very important. In Section 5, we introduce the mean deviation. In Section 6, we will show the Rényi entropy. Some conclusions given in Section 7.
The EGpz distribution has the distribution function, where , , , > 0, , are shape parameters and is scale parameter. Therefore, EGpz distribution has a density function 
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We note that
Special cases
The Gompertz distribution ( , ) with two parameter can be derive from EGpz distribution by putting = 1.
Statistical properties
The Laplace transform of the EGpz distribution given by,
, Abramowitz and Stegun (1965) .
Then the moments of the EGpz distribution expressed as derivatives of its Laplace transform that can be expressed in a general formula by using the generalized integro-exponential function, Milgram (1985) . (1.1)
Quantiles and median of EGpz distribution
The quantile of an EGpz random variable , given by When q=0.5, the median The Bowley's Skewness, based on quartiles, Kenney and Keeping (1962) :
and the Moors' kurtosis, Moors (1988) is based on quantiles:
where Q (·) represents the quantile is define in (2.7).
Mode
To find the mode of EGpz distribution, first differentiate the PDF with respect to x: Then, we equate the first differentiate of PDF of EGpz distribution with respect to x to zero. Since ( ) > 0, then the mode is the solution of the following equation with respect to x; where that is nonlinear equation and cannot have an analytic solution in x. Therefore, we have to use a mathematical package to solve it numerically.
The mode of ( , ), can be obtained from (2.11) by setting = 1 as 
(2.8)
and θ. The Skewness and kurtosis are free of parameter . The Skewness and kurtosis are increasing function of and decreasing function of . 
(2.2)
Then we have the following cases:
1-When ≥ 1, from (2.14), we get 2 2 log ( ) < 0 then the density of ( , , ), is log-concave. 2-When < 1, from (2.14), we get From Figure 1 , we note that the mode, median and mean take large values when , > 1 and take small values when , ≤ 1. The density of EGpz distribution is log-concave when ≥ 1. The EGpz distribution is a decreasing function when < 1. From Figure 2 , shows the shapes of the hazard function for different selected values of the parameters , and θ. Also we note that the above theorem is satisfied and it can be shown that the hazard function,ℎ( ), > 0, of ( , , )is increasing in x for ≥ 1, i.e. the EGpz has the property IFR. However, for < 1 and with change point 0 defined in (2.12) it can be bathtub shaped FR (BFR) and ℎ(0) given by,
The mean residual lifetime
The mean residual lifetime (MRL) function computes the expected remaining survival time of a subject given survival up to time t.
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Where ( ) = 1 − ( ) > 0 and ≥ 0.
Theorem 2:
The MRL function of the EGpz distribution with ( ) given by ( The theorem proved. Then can be written in the form,
Theorem 3:
For a non-negative random variable T with pdf f(t), mean µ, and differentiable FR function h (t), the MRL function is i-Constant=µ iff T has an exponential distribution with mean µ.
ii-Decreasing MRL (increasing MRL) if h (t) is IFR (DFR).
iii-Upside-down bathtub shaped MRL (bathtub shaped MRL) with a unique change point if h (t) is BFR (UFR) with a change point , 0 < < < ∞ and > 1 (< 1). These results conclude for both discrete and continuous life times as mentioned by Ghai and Mi (1999) . ( ) is Upside-down bathtub shaped MRL with a unique change point , 0 < < 0 < ∞, 0 defined by(2.12) and > 1, < 1.
It easy to not that the proof of this theorem follows by using Theorems 1 and 3. The conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied respectively using Theorem 1 showing that ℎ( ) is increasing, bathtub shaped, or unimodal FR. Hence, by Theorem 3, these conditions follow.
Mean Deviations
The mean deviation is the first measure of dispersion. It is the average of absolute differences between each value in a set of value, and the average of all the values of that sets. The mean deviation is calculate either from mean or from median, but only median is preferred because when the signs are ignore, the sum of deviation of the sets taken from median is minimum. Let = ( ) and be the mean and median of the EGpz distribution, respectively. The mean deviations about the mean and about the median are , respectively, defined by and where is the mean, is the median, ( ) the CDF (1.1) and (. ) define in (4.3).
Rényi Entropy
The Rényi entropy satisfies axioms on how a measure of uncertainty should behave. The theory of entropy has been successfully used in a wide diversity of applications and has been used for the characterization of numerous standard probability distributions. For the density function ( ), the Rényi entropy, is defined by where ( ) = ∫ ( ) , > 0 and ≠ 1. By using the EGpz density, we get 
Concluding remarks
The EGpz distribution have been proposed. A comprehensive study of the mathematical properties of the proposed distribution have been provided. The moments, quantiles, mode, mean residual lifetime, mean deviations and Rényi entropy have been obtained. The density of EGpz distribution is Log-concave and log-convex. In addition, the Gompertz distribution can have increasing FR only but the EGpz distribution can have increasing FR and bathtub shaped FR for various . Finally, the mean residual lifetime function of EGpz distribution is decreasing or upside-down bathtub shaped. 
